
 

Become a part of the success  
How can your Local organization (LOM) become a part of the EC Bruges success in 2022. 

Grow your chapter with our support and link your project to our theme and team.  

The advantage is clear, we provide a framework and a theme in which LOM’s or project 

teams of LOM’s can fulfill their wildest dreams. We have describe some projects as well. 

Next to that, the individual member, or the project team becomes part of the EC Bruges 

movement.  

EC Bruges wishes to enable every local chapter to profit from the trajectory towards the 

European Conference. Therefore, we have created a framework to incorporate your efforts. 

This framework envisions to have clarity in collaboration. And handles the content of the 

project, communication plan, the partnership approach and the financial aspects.  

Depending on the project you bring forward, we can provide financial support, or create an 

agreement where there is a financial win (or win-win) for the local organization.  

Funds for communication are available, so let’s talk!!  

 

Contacts for the EC Bruges team  

Jonas.maes@ECBruges.com – COC director  

Evelyn.demaree@ECBruges.com – assistant to COC director 

Nele.de.roos@ECBruges.com – General secretary  

Tiffany.de.smul@ECBruges.com – Content Director  

Bart.desmedt@ECBruges.com – Finance director  

Nikolas.taillieu@ECBruges.com – Director partnerships  

Paul.naveau@ECBruges.com – Communications director 

 

 



 

A. Type of projects  
We define 3 types of projects  

Name Small Medium Large 

Description A small project serves as a test case.  
A medium project, spread over a short period 
of time.  

A long-term project. 

Who  Each LOM/ district, or individual can take 
ownership of this small project. 

One or more LOM’s can take ownership. 
One or more local chapters drive and take 
responsibility. 

Timing   1 time, before the EC.  
One time or short traject with less than 5 
contact moments. 
The end date of the project is before the EC.  

Several contact moments with target 
audience.  
The End date is on the EC. 

Example  
Examples are an speakers evening, a 
company visit with less than 30 people, a 
workshop 

To create a signature dish for EC Bruges.  
To grow a community garden.  

Grow a seed  
Brew the EC Bruges beer.  

 

B. Responsibility on projects  
It is our proposal to define responsibility as follows  

R : responsible   A : Accountable   C : consulted     I : Informed  

RACI 

R: project manager/team /LOM 
A: project manager/team /LOM  
C: Content & communication team  
I: Content director 

R: project manager + team  
A: Project director 
C: Content & communication team (& 
Partnerships) & finance 
I: Content director / COC Director 

R: project manager + team  
A: TBD Jonas / Evelyn / Nele. 
C: Content & communication & 
Partnerships & finance team  
I: Big meeting + presidents of LOM’s 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Responsibility_assignment_matrix  

 



 

C. The content of your project.  
The content team is the driver for the conference. They decide upon what activities are performed, both in the trail towards the conference, as 
on the conference itself. We provide a few example projects, and projects we want to give or share ownership with LOM’s in Belgium, Flanders, 
BWB. These projects have already been validated by our team content, and can be organized, straight out of the box.  

If your LOM wants to bring forward an own project, that is possible. If so, the guidelines and the matrix below provide some guidance.  

Our team content is directed by Tiffany De Smul and her deputy Astrid Lambrecht. Jolien Jonckheere is appointed as the content keeper, they 
have described the four main pillars of the conference.  

It is their authority to allow or veto projects. Therefor a thorough description of the 4 W-questions (+1How)  should be presented to the team 
before the start.  

- What is the project about? 

- Why does our LOM want to do this project? 

- Who is our target audience?  

- When will the project take place?  

- How to approach the project?  

Name Small Medium Large 

Content 
A list of potential speakers / guests / 
company visits is provided by team 
content.  

Specific arrangements with team content 
have to be put on paper.  

The project is aligned with team content. A 
liaison of team content follows a long in the 
project team.  

Relation 
to EC 

Bruges 

It is testing things for the conference, it 
has to provide feedback towards the 
directors of team content.  

The content of the project is validated by 
Team Content, and fits in at least 1 of the 4 

main topics.  

It is a flagship projects that aligns a 100% with 
the vision of EC Bruges. The audience can be 
found in the whole of Belgium or can go wider 
into Europe. It addresses at least 2 of the 4 main 
topics of the European Conference.  

 

Send your proposal to the Content team : tiffany.de.smul@ecbruges.com + astrid.lambrecht@ecbruges.com   



 

D. Finance  
It’s our wish every local organization can profit from the projects they put efforts in. For the projects Small and medium the main profit can go to 
the local chapters, or split. For the Large projects, the profit goes mainly to the European Conference. The profit is balanced with the liability 
taken.   

Questions asked will be  

- On which accounts will money flow ?  

- Who will pay for the insurance?  

- Who is liable?  

All projects need to follow the Profit & Loss charts provided by the European conference finance director. In any case a P&L scheme needs to 
be provided at the start of the project.  

Name Small Medium Large 

Finance 

The financial framework from the EC has 
to be followed. (cost centers / cost 
types) A profit and loss scheme has to be 
provided to the finance director of the 
European Conference.  
The profit of the project is for the 
organizing LOM.  

The financial framework from the EC has 
to be followed. (cost centers / cost 
types) Specific arrangements concerning 
assurance and responsibility needs to be 
put on paper. The profit can be split. 
 
A profit and loss scheme has to be 
provided to the finance director of the 
European Conference. Who will need to 
agree.  

The project director reports directly to 
the finance director of the European 
conference on finance aspects.  
The financial framework from the EC has 
to be followed. (cost centers / cost 
types) 

 

  



 

E. Partnerships  
The partnership file of the EC Bruges is always leading. Nikolas Taillieu is the partnership director, and can be reached at 
nikolas.taillieu@ecbruges.com  

For small and large projects local partnerships are allowed, as long as they don’t collude with 

Name Small Medium Large 

Partnership 
Proprietary partnerships are possible, if 
they don't collude with the exclusivity of 
the EC partnerships  

Proprietary partnerships are possible, if 
they don't collude with the exclusivity of 
the EC partnerships.  
For every partnership the Partnership 
director of EC Bruges needs to be 
consulted.  

The EC Bruges partnership file is leading.  
All EC Bruges main partners need to be 
included at all time.  
The COC director needs to sign the 
partnership agreement.  

F. Communication  
For small projects communication can go directly from the project team. The templates of the EC can be used. 

For large projects a communication  

Name Small Medium Large 

Brand   
The branding of the EC can be used. 
Some own branding can be added within 
boundaries of taste.  

The EC brand is leading.   
The EC brand is mandatory. No other 
brands can be used.   

Execution   
The project manager/ team executes it’s 
own communication.  
The EC Bruges comm team can support.   

A set communication plan needs to be 
talked through with the EC Bruges comm 
director.  

All communication is Executed by EC 
Bruges communications team.  
It is directed by the project manager.  

Channels  If desired your own channels can be 
created.  

If desired your own channels can be 
created.  

Only EC Bruges channels are used for 
distribution.  

 



 

G. Projects where we are looking for project teams / managers  

1. Smashing diets  

EC Bruges wants to encourage people to find a better relationship with the food they eat 

What is it : It’s a communication exercise about 15 people going on a guided diet.  

Showing their emotions and celebrate their success. 

Looking for : A project manager to find the people, the dietitians and guide the external 
communication. 

2. Nationale stoofvlees friet dag / National event Stew and fries / Jour 

national du frittes et carbonades.  

EC Bruges wants to bring people together with good food. Can we have national day around 
one of the most famous Belgian dishes? And can we make it veggie ?  

Above it’s a working title, we don’t seem to find a good translation for it. 

What is it : A communication exercise round our Gastronomy theme. It could be a mass 
event or an online event.  

Looking for : Group of 4/5 people that guide communication + if possible depending on the 
COVID situation the real life event.  

3. Create a community garden  

EC Bruges is looking for 5 local organizations that want to set up a garden on their town 
square and grow vegetables.  

What is it : It is a community garden build on kindness of the people that maintain the 
garden.  

It could be growing cauliflowers on the market of Brussels.  

Looking for : 5 local organizations that can grow the garden and present their project on the 
EC2022.  

4. Grow a seed through Europe 

EC Bruges wants to expedite a package of seeds to other European JCI nations and help 
them grow a seed in their back yard. (or even their appartment)  

What is it : it’s an activation project for other European JCI nations.  

Our team sends a package of seeds and does the follow up on how the seeds grow.  

It could be growing cauliflowers on the market of Brussels.  

Looking for : A project manager to guide the communication.  

A partner to provide 100 packages of seeds. 

 



 

5. Create a signature dish 

EC Bruges wants to serve a signature dish on the conference to the delegates. We just don’t 
know how that dish looks like.  

What is it : A search, a feast, a tasting evening, a lecture, a search through history …  

that results in a recipe.  

Looking for : A Local organization with a lot of taste.  

Someone to present/cook the dish on the EC2022. 

6. City visit to ….  

Antwerp / Ghent / Brussel / Liege / Arlon / Kortrijk / Hasselt / Ieper / In flanders fields  …..   

(only examples, it could be Tielt or Malmedy - Haute Fagne as well )  

Contact tiffany.de.smul@ecbruges.com  

These city visits should/could/can be a part of the pre-tour of the European conference or be 
a real part of the conference program.  

 


